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Bai Yi glanced at Lu Danqing lightly! Simply spit out three words:

“New Baishi!”

boom!

In hearing this moment, Lu Danqing feel a two and one black, ripped

directly on the brain.

Puff!

After that, he slumped to the ground as if he had lost his soul, his face

turned bloody at the first glance.

Xinbaishi is really Xinbaishi!

“Dan Qing, is that New Bai family good?”

Zhu Yuping Lu Danqing see this, but also aware of the wrong.

At this time, he looked at his son uneasy.

“Awesome? More than just that, Xinbaishi is the most famous upstart

in the global pharmaceutical industry today!”

Lu Danqing’s face was full of bitterness.

“Now all well-known companies in the world have all rushed to China,

wanting to reach commercial cooperation with them.”

“This time I returned home, a large part of the reason, but also

because the new Pak.”

“Because my boss said, let me get the agency right of New Bai’s new

vaccine at all costs.”

“If you let him know that because of me, the head office has lost the

competition for agency qualifications, then I’ll be over!”

At the end, Lu Danqing even cried out very hopelessly, because it was

related to his future.

boom!

Zhu Yuqing was immediately stunned by an electric switch, and at this

time was already frightened.

Bai Yi has such great ability?

Dare to think of themselves in front of white smelly Iraq to show off,

she just can not wait to find a hole drilling.

What a shame!

Her son is very good, but white in Iraq now is a global leading

pharmaceutical company president!

Even white word can decide the fate of Iraq!

Now!

Lu Danqing they cried and knelt in front of white Iraq, begging Road,

“I’m sorry White Iraq, is my short-sighted, I’ll give you shoes do not

deserve.”

“Just forgive me this time, don’t cancel our company’s competition

qualification, or my life will be ruined!”

See it!

Bai Yi frowned, and there was a little more contempt in his eyes.

There is gold under the man’s knees, but Lu Danqing kneels so

prosperously about this, crying like a little girl, which is really

embarrassing.

She is now more and more grateful that she had no choice at the

beginning of Lu Danqing.

“Mom, are you stunned with what? Not quick to kneel?”

Lu Danqing crazy for Zhu Yuqing roar.

“I…”

Zhu Yuqing looked embarrassed and hesitated.

She just humiliated the Bai Yi family just now, how could she kneel

down?

Isn’t that too shameful?

“Mom! Do you want to see me die?”

Lu Danqing roared, completely mad.

Ugh!

Zhu Yuqing knelt down towards Bai Yi and his family, reluctantly said,

“I am sorry!”

Bai Yi said lightly,

“I will not cancel your qualifications for competition because of what

you have done. If you really have the strength, then Xinbaishi will also

cooperate with you.”

“Now, will you leave it!”

Hear the words!

Lu Danqing can be said to have regretted his intestines.

If they have a beginning Nuisance performance so much, how will

come to such a situation?

After all, their relationship was still so harmonious before. If Bai Yi,

the new Bai clan, gave them an agency qualification based on the past

relationship, wouldn’t it be a matter of minutes?

But now, he can only get out of the disgraced!

“I’m not leaving yet, waiting for me to invite you to drink tea?”

Lin Fan said coldly.

This irritated Zhu Yuqing and her son. They respect Bai Yi, what’s the

matter with you?

Even a waste is embarrassed to be fake?

But at this time they did not dare to have an attack, and hurriedly got

up and left.

just!

Just after getting in the car, Zhu Yuqing grumbled with envy and

hatred.

“The White Iraq, do not know what shit is gone, yet there is such a big

company!”

“Mom, I plan to pursue Bai Yi again!”

Lu Danqing on the side said with fiery eyes.

what!

Zhu Yuqing’s expression changed suddenly and looked at her son in

disbelief.

“Are you crazy? She was married!”

“marry?”

Lu Danqing smiled contemptuously.

“It’s not that you can’t get a divorce if you’re married. As long as you

wield the hoe well, there is no wall that can’t be dug!”

“Do you think that Lin Fan waste, can match me?”

“Mom, I thought about it. Bai Yi now owns such a big company. As

long as I can pursue her, wouldn’t all of this be mine? I’ll be fighting

for 20 years!”

“But that bitch was married, he’s a torn shoe!”

Zhu Yuqing worried Road.

Lu Danqing laughed and said playfully:

“I only said that I want to marry her. Who said that I will live with her

for a lifetime. After I get the new Bai family, can I just dump her?”

Hear the words!

Zhu Yuqing also showed a sinister smile:

“Right right right, dare to show off in front of us stink, let them go

bankrupt!”
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